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1.0 Introduction 
 
Faceted classifications are often discussed in connection 
with information retrieval in a computerised environment 
and in this paper we would like to focus on this particular 
connection in the context of  the Universal Decimal Clas-
sification (UDC) which, as a well-established analytico-

synthetic scheme, is particularly relevant to the discourse 
on faceted classification for effective information retriev-
al. By doing so, we aim to provide a better understanding 
of  two stipulations: 1) the need for a theoretical frame-
work that underpins an analytico-synthetic scheme based 
on facet analysis; and, 2) the requirements of  computer-
ised systems such as data modelling for database design, 
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interfacing and usability of  bibliographic classification 
schemes online. 

The longevity of  the scheme and its place at the fore-
front of  research on the mechanisation and automation 
of  bibliographic classification provides some scope to 
examine the potential role of  facet analysis in the online 
usage of  analytico-synthetic classification in computer-
ised systems. In addition, UDC schedules present exam-
ples of  different approaches to facet analysis, which pro-
vide an opportunity to observe which ones appear to 
most influence online implementation. 
 
1.1 Terms of  reference 
 
We plan to examine more closely the following concepts 
of  bibliographic classification in relation to UDC: 1) no-
tation and syntax; 2) classification termed “faceted prop-
er” constructed on a facet analytical theory framework; 
and, 3) the concept of  analytico-synthetic classification. 
In this paper, we make a distinction between the structur-
al and the functional properties of  a classification 
scheme, the latter referring primarily the way it functions 
in indexing and retrieval. 
 
1.1.1 Notation 
 
In the context of  UDC, a classification is treated as an 
indexing language proper, which comprises “vocabulary” 
and “syntax” and in which notation plays the role of  an 
“indexing term.” The UDC notation can be viewed as a 
“vocabulary label” and rules for building complex UDC 
expressions can be viewed as “syntax.” This, in our view, 
makes this notational system central to information re-
trieval and of  most concern to classification data model-
ling, automation and management. 
 
1.1.2 Faceted classification. 
 
The concept “faceted” deals with classification structure 
and is of  principal interest for construction of  the 
schedules. Facet analysis entails an analysis of  concepts to 
be organized into mutually exclusive categories (applying 
a single division principle on each level of  subdivision). 
These categories can be things (their kinds and parts), 
processes, properties, instruments, materials, agents, 
place, time, etc. Facet analysis may be intuitive, guided by 
common sense and basic principles of  formal logic. 
However, when the choice and type of  facets pertain to 
an established theoretical framework that imposes the 
type, number and sequence of  universal facet categories, 
we call this framework Facet Analytical Theory (FAT) 
and classification systems constructed according to this 
principle faceted classifications proper. In some of  these 

schemes, such as Bliss Bibliographic Classification (BC2), no-
tation has been viewed separately from the classification 
structure, its only purpose being the correct mechanical 
ordering of  classes and, therefore, the notational system 
did not have to be expressive in terms of  syntax or hier-
archy (Slavic 2008). 
 
1.1.3 Analytico-synthetic classification. 
 
The concept of  “analytico-synthetic” is of  principal in-
terest when it comes to classification use. The function 
of  an analytico-synthetic scheme means that the indexing 
terms, i.e., notation, can be composed and decomposed 
in the process of  indexing and in the process of  infor-
mation retrieval. This requires full control of  notational 
elements when managing and processing the classifica-
tion automatically (Slavic and Cordeiro 2004; Slavic 
2008). 

The notion of  facet is often linked to analytico-
synthetic classification schemes, because their main pur-
pose is to enable the combination of  mutually exclusive 
properties that might need to be combined in describing 
a subject. 
 
2.0 Fundamentals of  synthesis in Otlet’s design 
 
Paul Otlet contributed to classification theory and to the 
development of  the analytico-synthetic principle by lay-
ing the foundation for proper understanding of  biblio-
graphic work, namely the organization and retrieval of  
subjects and that of  documents as physical carriers (Otlet 
1895-1896; 1896; 1934). He designed an indexing lan-
guage with notational elements and syntax envisaged to 
function as a kind of  universal formal vocabulary to pro-
duce an unlimited number of  formalised statements 
about document content and a document as a physical 
carrier. He recognised what was later called in classifica-
tion theory the “facets of  a subject” (1990, 52): 
 

Now, one quickly observes that there are certain 
basic ideas which are present in all part of  the clas-
sification, such as geographical, historical and form 
categories which we already discussed. In any indi-
vidual branch of  the classification there are also di-
visions which recur regularly; thus, in Zoology, for 
example, each species can be envisaged from the 
point of  view of  its anatomy, its evolution, its tera-
tology. 

 
Otlet’s drawing in Figure 1 illustrates the function of  syn-
thesis in UDC, where facets of  common auxiliaries 
(place, time, document form, document language) would 
be used to provide further specifications of  main classes 
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that can be combined with one another, as well as the 
way complex classmarks would support retrieval of  all 
aspects of  a composed UDC expression. His depiction 
of  a card catalogue (in the bottom left-hand corner) 
shows how multiple copies of  the catalogue cards would 
be filed under each of  the elements of  the complex nota-
tion thus allowing that the document entry for the “In-
fluence of  the eighteenth century French literature on the 
arts” could be found by searching under either the arts, lit-
erature, france, eighteenth century, etc. Clearly, his choice 
of  facets, their unique notational representation and their 
organization into tables were driven by the functions these 
facets have to fulfil in information retrieval. 

Concepts are organized into tables according to their 
affinity to synthesis, i.e., their need to be combined in the 
process of  indexing and retrieval. Each table is assigned a 
unique facet indicator with the exception of  main UDC 
numbers representing main subject facet(s), which do not 
start with any facet code. As demonstrated below, these 
tables and their sequence hold the key to the syntax rules 
of  number building, citation ordering and filing ordering. 
The meaning of  concepts in combinations and their cor-
rect parsing are hard-coded by the presence or absence 
of  facet indicators surrounding or preceding the numbers 
themselves. Indeed, UDC codes which are not preceded 
by facet indicators are always main numbers that repre-

 

Figure 1. UDC structure as designed by Otlet (courtesy of  Mundaneum). 
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sent subject areas listed in the main tables. Even at this 
early stage of  UDC development, there is evidence that 
facet analysis has been applied in many parts of  the 
schedules but this does not indicate that a single over-
arching theoretical framework has been applied. 
 
2.1 Notational representation of  facets in UDC 
 
The structure of  UDC is represented by a notational sys-
tem as outlined below; common auxiliaries are designed 
to add further precision to all subjects, regardless of  con-
text. These facets have a unique notational representation 
(i.e., beginning and, in most cases, ending sign) and they 
can be directly attached to any other UDC number. 

Sub-facets array in the common auxiliaries of  persons 
(facet indicator -05): 
 
 -051 Persons as agents, doers, practitioners (studying, 

making, serving etc.) 
 -052 Persons as targets, clients, users (studied, served 

etc.) 
 -053 Persons according to age or age-groups, sexual 

orientation 
 -054 Persons according to ethnic characteristics, na-

tionality, citizenship etc. 
 -055 Persons according to gender and kinship  
 -056 Persons according to constitution, health, disposi-

tion, hereditary traits 
 -057 Persons according to occupation, work, liveli-

hood, education 
 -058 Persons according to social class, civil status 
 
Main classes list subjects of  main knowledge areas, their 
kinds and parts. They can be combined among them-
selves using connecting symbols and can be further speci-
fied by general properties using common auxiliaries or 
special properties using special auxiliaries (materials, 
properties, processes, operations). 

Hierarchies are presented using simple decimal numer-
ical notation, and they may also be structured in facets 
and sub-facets but without using facet indicators. Excep-
tions are history, geography and literature where subdivi-
sion is achieved by combining with auxiliaries of  place. 
See an excerpt from the hierarchy of  the main class of  
literature below. 
 

821 Literatures of  Individual languages 
[Thing, subdivided by Kinds] 

821.1/.2 Literature in Indo-European languages 
821.1 Literatures of  Indo-European languages 

of  Europe 
821.11 Literature in Germanic languages 
821.111 English literature 

821.112 Literature in West Germanic languages 
(other than English) 

821.112.2 German literature  
821.112.28 Yiddish literature  

 
Further specification of  literature can be achieved through 
combination with common auxiliaries of  place, time, etc. 
and special auxiliary facets of  form, periods and literary 
criticism  (see further in Section 3.1 below). 

Special auxiliaries are concepts that are shared by sub-
ject areas but only within a specific class in the main table. 
Codes from these facets can be understood as “specifiers” 
and can only be used in their defined meaning if  they are 
attached to a main number in their area of  application. In 
the main tables, auxiliaries are usually processes, materials, 
tools, products in industries or technology, or periods, lit-
erary forms and genres within 82 “Literature” (shown in 
Section 3.1 below). In this sense, they can be considered as 
facets of  a main knowledge area. Different facet indicators 
are used according to different levels of  specificity or 
scope of  usage. Three levels are envisaged: -1/-9 for con-
cepts that are normally applicable within an entire disci-
pline; .01/.09 introduces concepts with a narrower scope 
of  use within a subfield of  knowledge; and, `1/`9 are re-
served for special auxiliaries with a narrower or fairly spe-
cialised level of  applicability. The example below shows a 
sub-facet array of  special auxiliaries -1/-9 that can be 
combined in any subdivision of  class 62 “Engineering.” 
 

62-1/-9 Special auxiliary subdivision for technology 
in general 

62-1 General characteristics of  machines etc. 
62-2 Fixed and movable parts, components of  

machines 
62-3 Fluid control parts and drives. Valves, clo-

sures etc. 
62-4 State, condition, form of  materials, surfaces, 

objects, products 
62-5 Operation and control of  machines and 

processes 
62-6 Fuel and other heat-source characteristics of  

machinery and installations 
62-7 Devices for servicing, maintenance and pro-

tection of  machines 
62-8 Machines according to motive power, pro-

pulsive force. Source of  energy of  machine 
62-9 Variables, conditions and characteristics of  

production processes, plant and equipment 
 
It is worth noting that some fields in UDC, e.g., medicine 
or technology, are using all types of  special auxiliaries. 

Connecting symbols comprise signs that can be used 
to coordinate two subjects of  equal importance (+), ex-
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tend the scope meaning of  one class by several consecu-
tive classes (/), relate two classes in situations when one 
class can be understood only in so far as it is related to 
the other, or when the subject of  one class should always 
be understood as a subject of  treatment by the other sub-
ject (: and ::) or subgrouping of  two classes when these 
are related to a third class as a whole. In the process of  
indexing, if  required, UDC numbers can also be extend-
ed by words A/Z or by codes from another system. 
 
2.2 Synthesis of  facets in UDC 
 
Figure 2 illustrates the way synthesis in UDC is intended 
to work, taking as example class 81 “Linguistics.” The 
structure and its representation through the notational 
system impose a fair level of  rigour and formality but 
equally allow for a high level of  flexibility in implement-
ing conceptual and semantic formality (Robinson 2003). 

However, a lack of  more precise structural and syntactical 
rules has been the object of  frustration for those in-
volved in the automation of  the UDC, as far back as the 
late 1960s (Freeman and Atherton 1968; Caless 1969; 
Perreault 1969a 1969b; Rigby 1971). 
 
3.0  Systematic implementation of  facets  

in the restructuring of  UDC 
 
The drive to develop systematically a faceted structure for 
the UDC started with the Dorking conference in 1957. 
The FID Central Classification Committee (FID CCC) 
embraced the conference recommendation (UDC Re-
form Work 1975 6; Classification Research Group 1997) 
that “the most helpful form of  classification scheme for 
information retrieval is one which groups terms into 
well-defined categories, which can be used independently 
to form compounds, and within which the terms can be 

 

Figure 2. Facet representation and synthesis in UDC. 
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arranged in hierarchies where this conforms to the rec-
ognized structure of  relations between them.” 

The idea was pursued throughout the 1970s by the FID 
CCC who sought out classification experts such as mem-
bers of  the UK Classification Research Group (CRG) and 
several other scholars (Dahlberg 1971a; Neelameghan 
1976). At the time, the full edition of  UDC contained over 
200,000 classes (in four languages) and restructuring of  the 
scheme into a fully faceted classification was deemed by 
many to be too challenging. Nevertheless, changes towards 
a faceted structure continued to be introduced, albeit with-
out an overarching UDC-specific theoretical framework 
and without procedural guidelines. Yet, faceting of  the 
UDC is viewed as the only way forward and has become a 
long-term commitment of  the editorial teams (McIlwaine 
1990; McIlwaine and Williamson 1994; Slavic et al. 2008). 
This section will discuss two main approaches to the or-
ganization and presentation of  faceted schedules in UDC: 
a) facets as “relational tables” with simple concepts; and, 
b)facets enumerating simple and compound concepts. 
 
3.1 Facets as “relational tables” with simple concepts 
 
The first of  the UDC classes to be developed in a fully 
faceted fashion were linguistics and literature, both derived 
from the classification of  languages in the Common auxil-
iaries of  languages (Table1c). Revision planning started at 
the end of  the 1970s and was completed at the end of  the 
1980s resulting in the publication of  the fully faceted  
classes 80 “General questions relating to both linguistics 
and literature. Philology,” 81 “Linguistics” and 82 “Litera-
ture” in Extensions and Corrections to the UDC 14 (1992) and 
in the first version of  the UDC Master Reference File in 
1993. This revision is significant as it has revealed concerns 
associated with matters of  structure and its presentation. 

Languages represent the main facet (thing) in both  
classes linguistics and literature, and they are assumed un-
der 811 “Individual languages” and 821 “Individual litera-
tures.” However, the schedules do not list languages in 
these two classes. These are enumerated in UDC only 
once, in “Table 1c - Common auxiliaries of  language,” 
which contains hierarchies of  languages with the facet in-
dicator = (e.g., =111 ‘English’). These common auxiliaries 
are used to indicate that a document is written in a certain 
language (e.g., 51(07)=111 “Mathematics - textbook - in 
English language”). More importantly, they are also used to 
build hierarchies of  “Table 1f  - Common auxiliaries of  
human ancestry, ethnic grouping and nationality” and main 
classes 811 “Linguistics” and 821 “Literature.” 

The UDC notation for main subjects in linguistics and 
literature is derived (when required) by adding notation 
from the table of  language to the basis notation for linguis-
tics and literature as follows: 

811.111 English language [as a subject, i.e., Linguistics] 
821.111 English literature 

 
In terms of  class subdivision presented in the schedules, 
the two main classes 81 “Linguistics” and 82 “Literature” 
contain only facets of  special auxiliaries listing kinds and 
parts in the case of  literary forms and genres for litera-
ture as follows: 
 

MAIN FACET 
82 Literature 
 
SPECIAL AUXILIARY FACETS 
82-1/-9 Special auxiliary subdivision for literary forms, 

genres 
82-1 Poetry. Poems. Verse 
82-2 Drama. Plays 
82-3 Fiction. Prose narrative 
82-4 Essays 
82-5 Oratory. Speeches 
82-6 Letters. Art of  letter-writing. Correspondence 
82-7 Prose satire. Humour, epigram, parody etc. 
82-8 Miscellanea. Polygraphies. Selections 
82-9 Various other literary forms 
 
82.02/.09 Special auxiliary subdivision for theory, 

study and technique of  literature 
82.02 Literary schools, trends and movements 
82.09 Literary criticism. Literary studies 

 
821 Literatures of  individual languages 
 [to be derived from common auxiliaries of  lan-

guages Table 1c] 
 
This approach is similar to the way tables in relational da-
tabases are designed; it is clean conceptually, logical and 
easy to understand. Schedules are very concise and struc-
turally simple to automate and use. All combinations of  
concepts are happening at the users’ end, i.e., in the pro-
cess of  indexing. Consequently, the schedules show these 
classes as being virtually empty, consisting only of  rules 
for derivation, examples of  derivation and examples of  
combinations. Obviously, this has a huge impact on the 
usability of  the schedules as a source of  terminology 
which is why many have proposed that, should UDC be 
completely faceted, the schedules should have an addi-
tion, i.e., a “separate part,” which would list compounds 
and complex numbers. This was voiced particularly clear-
ly by Dahlberg (1971a) and by a FID CCC report UDC 
Reform Work (1975). 

In 1990, however, when the UDC Master Reference 
File (UDC MRF) database was designed, it was decided 
that it would be sufficient if  all these compounds and 
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complex UDC number combinations containing im-
portant search terms were presented as “examples of  
combinations” within the record of  a class to which 
combination can be hierarchically subsumed. The provi-
sion was made for a fairly limited field structure to allow 
for “examples of  combinations” parsing and sorting. The 
main UDC classmark field is designed to hold “a simple 
UDC number” only. The data model and data element 
schema in the UDC MRF database reflect the UDC 
schedule organization that was decidedly stretched by the 
development described in the following section. 
 
3.2  Facets enumerating simple and  

compound concepts 
 
This is a new approach of  presenting UDC schedules re-
lated to the most recent phase in the faceting of  UDC, 
which was based on the FAT framework applied in BC2. 
The experiment started on UDC classes medicine and re-
ligion, the latter being completed and introduced in UDC 
in 2000 and throughout subsequent years. The main facet 
(thing) contains a hierarchy of  faiths represented by sim-
ple UDC notation (main numbers) and all other facets 
(property, processes, operations, etc.) are presented as an 
array of  facets within special auxiliary tables -1/-9. Given 
the long-term revision plan and the resolution of  apply-
ing FAT as exemplified in the BC2 structure, it is certainly 
appropriate to compare the treatment of  the “new” class 
religion according to the BC2 model with its treatment 
according to UDC principles. 
 
3.2.1  Presentation of  compound and/or complex 

classes 
 
BC2 schedules present broad facets containing simple 
concepts but then expand by enumerating synthesised 
notations. This has affected UDC in so far as the new re-
ligion class enumerates simple, compound classmarks as 
if  they belong to the main hierarchy of  simple numbers. 
An extract from the faceted schedules 27 “Christianity” 
shows the list of  classes in orthodox church displayed in 
the form of  a main UDC hierarchy: 
 

271.2 Orthodox Church 
271.2-1 The Orthodox ‘Tradition’ 
271.2-284 Doctrinal statements. Symbolical Books 
271.2-284.7-247 The Gospel Book 
Example(s) of  combinations: 
271.2-282.7-247-536.36 Prostration before the Gospel 

Book 
271.2-472-022.43 The Longer Catechism 
271.2-523.46 Side rooms, chambers: diaconicon 
 … 

271.3 Separated churches 
271.4 Uniate churches 

 
Normally UDC would treat all these compounds as ex-
amples of  combination: 
 

272.2 Orthodox Church 
 Example(s) of  combinations: 
 271.2-1 The Orthodox ‘Tradition’ 
 271.2-284.7-247 The Gospel Book 
 271.2-284.7-247-536.36 Prostration before the 

Gospel Book 
 271.2-284 Doctrinal statements. Symbolical 

Books 
 271.2-472-022.43 The Longer Catechism 
 271.2-523.46 Side rooms, chambers: diaconi-

con 
271.3 Separated churches 
271.4 Uniate churches 

 
3.2.2  Development of  new hierarchies using  

compound notations as a basis 
 
In BC2, a class introduced within a broad facet can not 
only be repeated in combination with other classes and 
be listed as a part of  the main hierarchy, but it can be fur-
ther subdivided at the place where it was used as a com-
pound, and alphabetical extension is freely used to form 
hierarchy. For example: 
 

2-15  Named gods 
 [special auxiliary, from facet 2-1 ‘Nature of  re-

ligion. Phenomenon of  religion’] 
233 Hinduism [Main simple number]  
233-13 The Holy. Brahma Absolute being  
233-14 God(s) and goddess(es) 
233-158D Devi 
233-158G Ganesh 
233-158K Kali 

 
Unlike BC2, UDC does not allow that pre-combined no-
tations to be used as bases for further subdivision. Only 
simple classes can have subdivisions in UDC. Further-
more, alphabetical extension is treated by UDC as a 
“non-UDC” code and cannot be used for the develop-
ment of  a hierarchy. Only simple classes can have subdi-
visions in UDC. Named Gods in this case Devi, Ganesh 
or Kali can be presented only as examples of  alphabetical 
extension. As follows: 
 

233  Hinduism 
 Example(s) of  combination: 
 233-158 Hinduism - Named gods 
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 234-158KAL Hinduism - Named gods -  Kali 
 234-158SHI Hinduism - Named gods - Shiva 

 
3.2.3 Caption formulation 
 
In BC2, it is normal to describe with a single verbal ex-
pression a compound subject, relying on the fact that the 
terms describing the class in full are already listed in the 
hierarchy above or in facets where the terms were intro-
duced for the first time, for example: 
 

2-23  Sacred books. Scriptures 
 [special auxiliary, from facet 2-2 ‘Evidences of  

religion’] 
 27 Christianity [Main number] 
 27-23 Bible 

 
This approach leads to a “loss” of  terms in the captions 
of  compound classes. Synthesis in UDC requires that 
class descriptions be expressive of  concept combinations 
so that online users can search the presence of  compo-
nent terms in all verbal descriptions, a crucial point since 
the UDC MRF does not have a subject alphabetical in-
dex. The way UDC would normally deal with this situa-
tion is to display fully descriptive captions as follows: 
 

27 Christianity 
 Example(s) of  combination: 
 27-23 Christianity - Sacred books. Bible 

 
3.2.4  Increased use of  differential facets  

(two-level facets) 
 
The usage of  differential facets occurs when facets built 
within special auxiliaries can be further developed to ac-
commodate a more specific subject. This is a source of  
many unnecessary duplications especially in class 6 “Ap-
plied Sciences,” whereby one can find a facet of  special 
auxiliaries of  processes, operations or tools being repeat-
ed under each technology. One priority in UDC mainte-
nance is to reduce these situations and make provision 
for each individual concept to be presented in one place 
only, and controlled by a single rule of  synthesis to allow 
automation of  synthesis and semantic linking. However, 
this commitment was not followed in the revision of  the 
class religion as we find special auxiliaries that are origi-
nally introduced at the beginning of  class 2, being further 
developed within individual religions. 
 

2-1/-9  Special auxiliary subdivision for religion 
 [presented at the beginning of  class 2 and ap-

plicable to all faiths] 
2-1 Evidences of  religion 

- [skipped hierarchical level] 
2-265 Other literary forms 
[the end of  subdivision] 

 
Later under 233 “Hinduism,” the special auxiliary 2-265 
is developed as follows: 
 

233-265 [skipped] 
233-265.3 Itihasa. Epics and sagas 
233-265.32 Ramayana 
233-265.33 Mahabharata 
233-265.34 Bhagavadgita 
233-265.35 Puranas 

 
The “differential facets” as applied in religion are rather 
difficult to manage. When these pre-combined classes ap-
pear in a class subdivision one cannot determine whether 
the notation created, e.g., -265.32 is a completely new UDC 
notation that represents a new special concept only to be 
used in hinduism or whether this notation (i.e., the concept 
it presents) already exists in its general sense in the main 
special auxiliary table at the beginning of  class 2, i.e., on 
the level above. In other words, it is not clear whether the 
compound concept is an example of  combination of  two 
concepts that already exist in UDC, or a concept that is in-
troduced for the first time (cf. Broughton 2010 and Gnoli 
2011). 
 
4.0 Recommendations 
 
If  we observe the literature dealing with issues of  UDC re-
structuring, we can see that concerns regarding the con-
nections between faceted structure, notation and data 
presentation for automation purposes were voiced from 
the very early stages of  the restructuring of  the UDC. 
There are seven areas of  concern, and they are all inter-
connected. 
 
4.1 Facet analysis based on a FAT framework 
 
Principles of  structuring UDC according to universal facet 
categories should be properly described in terms of  the 
theoretical framework applied and in terms of  how it fits 
into the UDC system as a whole (e.g., relationship of  the 
existing classes, common auxiliary facets and schedule 
presentation). This also entails an implementation of  more 
rigorous principles for hierarchical subdivisions (Kyle and 
Vickery 1961; Vickery 1961; Dahlberg 1971a 1971b; 
Neelameghan 1976; McIlwaine 1990; McIlwaine and Wil-
liamson 1994; Slavic 2008; Broughton 2010; Vukadin and 
Slavic 2014). 
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4.2 Formalization of  notational system 
 
The UDC notational system can be further improved 
through expressiveness, formalization and strict rules for 
notation use and re-use (Perreault 1969a; Caless 1969; 
Freeman and Atherton 1968 1969; Lloyd 1972 Dahlberg 
1971a; Strachan 2000; Slavic and Cordeiro 2004; Gnoli 
2011). 
 
4.3 Rules for UDC number formation 
 
A high level of  synthesis requires an equally high level of  
formalization of  syntax based on rules for phase relation-
ships, extensions, grouping and subordination. These 
should be applied in conjunction with guidelines for con-
tent analysis and indexing (Perreault 1969a 1969b; Caless 
1969) and in relation to automation of  rules for the pur-
pose of  notation building, parsing and association of  no-
tation with verbal expressions. 
 
4.4 Semantic linking 
 
Further improvement and formalization is required for 
the managing UDC’s syndetic structure (“see” and “see 
also” relationships). In addition to the formalization of  
hierarchical relationships (mentioned in point 1 above), 
the supporting UDC MRF database should be able to 
manage concept identification, terminology control and 
semantic expansion (Rigby 1971). 
 
4.5  Composition and organization of  the schedule 

(system as a whole). 
 
Although with UDC MRF, we do not speak of  different 
“parts” of  UDC (as it would be in the printed schedule), 
the database must support access to different views of  the 
system (Dahlberg 1971a, 1971b; UDC Reform Work 1975). 
 
4.6 Data management system 
 
Since the UDC MRF was migrated to a relational data-
base in 2009, the database and associated tools are con-
tinuously being improved especially in relation to the 
UDC online service and open linked data exposure. As 
these developments are nowadays considered to be tech-
nical, they are reported in internal documentation rather 
than in published papers (cf. Freeman 1964). 
 
4.7  Documentation on revision policy, guidelines 

and procedures 
 
This is possibly the weakest point of  the UDC system 
and very much the priority for the editorial team. Al- 

though the requirements have been put forward many 
times in the past, the progress here is very slow (Lloyd 
1972; Wellisch 1975; Slavic et al. 2008). Examples of  is-
sues shown in Section 6 and put into historical perspec-
tive, here in Section 7, have been dealt with in the UDC 
MRF database by developing additional data elements 
and control fields in order to be able to validate the rules 
and combinations but this has mostly been a damage-
control exercise. To prevent further problems, from 2010 
onwards, it was decided that major restructuring of  the 
UDC would be postponed until a facet analytical frame-
work is analysed properly and aligned with the existing 
UDC system, its notation, schedule presentation and the 
supporting data model and data element schema. 
 
5.0 Conclusion 
 
We are still lacking a standard ontology that would allow 
the computerised representation of  analytico-synthetic 
classifications. This may be due to the lack of  under-
standing of  the requirements for classifications to func-
tion in computerised environments. As we have shown, 
there is a long history of  reporting problems with respect 
to management and use of  analytico-synthetic classifica-
tions in an online environment. Via examples taken from 
the latest revision in UDC, we have illustrated the lack of  
connection between the theoretical framework proposed 
for building faceted classifications and the required level 
of  formality in the presentation of  structure and syntax 
in schedules. In the case of  UDC, the theoretical model 
adopted from BC2 was not aligned properly with the un-
derlying data, and lacked the level of  notational and 
presentation formality needed to fit in the existing data-
base system that had been designed to manage synthe-
sised UDC notations. 

Increased synthesis means greater reliance on syntax 
rules. There is a greater need to understand and define 
the type of  synthesis with respect to facet analysis and 
synthesis. Equally one needs to understand in which way 
synthesised numbers will be entered in the UDC MRF 
database or presented in printed schedules. UDC has a 
well-defined and well-understood notational system and, 
if  this is to support a specific FAT framework, one would 
need to understand which kind of  notation and notation 
building are used for which kind of  facet categories 
(Gnoli 2011). 

Increased synthesis also affects the formulation of  
captions and the changes needed to support the man-
agement of  class description and concept management in 
the UDC MRF database. Our experience with UDC 
shows that true progress with classification can only be 
made if  there is appropriate data schema and database 
structure to support the required functionality. Any sub-
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stantial structural changes come with further require-
ments in the careful management of  these changes, and 
the need to create additional tools to manage structural 
alignments and concordances between the old and new 
structures. 
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